
SAVE THE DATE,
Virtual Arts Access Summit

We are thrilled to announce our inaugural Arts Access Summit, being held virtually
on March 28th, 2023 from 11am - 6pm. 

Join Inclusive Arts Vermont and guest presenters for a day of learning and conversation on
accessibility in arts organizations. Participants will leave energized; with resources and
actionable tips they can put into practice right away.

We are honored to be joined by KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Jen White-Johnson

Jen is a disabled and Neurodivergent Afro-Latina art activist and design educator whose visual work
aims to uplift disability justice narratives in design. Jen uses photography, zines, and collage art to
explore the intersection of content and caregiving, emphasizing redesigning ableist visual culture. Jen
has presented her disability justice activist work and collaborated with a number of brands and art
spaces across print and digital, such as Twitter, Target, Converse, and Apple. Her photo and design
work has been featured in The Washington Post, AfroPunk, Art in America, Curating Access:
Disability Art Activism and Creative Accommodation, and is permanently archived in libraries at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the National Museum of Women in the Arts in DC, and more recently
acquired by the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture. Learn more about Jen on her website.

Session topics include:

Accessible teaching methods
Access from the artist’s perspective
Employment matters
Considerations for accessible programs

A full lineup of workshops and speakers will be available in early February.

Event Accessibility: The event will have live captioning, verbal description, and ASL. For other access needs, contact Heidi,
heidi@inclusiveartsvermont.org or 802-404-1597.

Interested? Visit our website to learn more. Fill out this form to express interest, or contact Heidi,
heidi@inclusiveartsvermont.org or 802-404-1597 for an alternative format. Official registration will open in February.
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